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In recent years, tree-structured snalY-
sis/reconstruction systems have been extensively()
studied for use in subband coders for speech. In
such systems, It is important that the individual 1 [ (1 $% to, -al (,jG,(eX( 14-h1
channel signals be decimated in such a way that 2. 1
the number of samples coded and transmitted does
not exceed the number of samples In the original The frequency response of the 2-band system Is
speech signal. Under this constraint, the represented by the first term In equation (1).
systems presented in the past have sought to while the second term is the aILIssng.
remove the shamsing distortion while minimizing
the overall analys is/re*construction distortion. To obtain exact reconstruction, consider the
In this paper, It is shown that It Is possible to case in which the analysis/reconstruction filters
design tree-structured analysis/reconstuction are designed using the assignment@
systems which most the sampling rate condition
and which also result in exact reconstruction of G (e 1 "').! (0 1"') (2a)
the Input signal. This paper develops the oondi-0 0
tiona for exact reconstruction and presents a G, (015-ve 03, (2b)
general method for designing the corresponding0
high quality analysis arnd reconstruction filters. *(( 1 2)U(e"" i)

in Lrrummwhere V0 e1 "' is not required to be linear phase.

In a recent paper by Barnwell [1), It s This assignment eliminates the shamsing term
shown that alias-free reconstruction using recur- in equation (1) and the resulting overall system
sive and non-recursive filters was possible where function s given by
the analys is/reconstruaction section had no fre-
quency distortion or no phase distortion, but not
both. In the development that follows, the oef- +-;1 "') (,aT (e1 -* 1e')*
ficient symmetry condition on the analysis 0 0o 2 0
filters is lifted and eact reconstruction free
of aliaxing, phase distortion and frequency die-- Ig 1016) *IF (,55) (3)
tortion is shown to be possible wsing FIR 2 o 2 1
filters. In addition, the filter constraints
that enable perfect reconstruction are discussed where 7 e&16) and F (es"a$ will be called th
and an easily Implementable design procedure Sproduct filters.- I It is clear from equation (3)
providing high quality filters Is presented. that

ft=t mscostrectua710mrfe'

The frequency division of the subband coder Now assume that the product filters are zero
Is performed in the 1gnalysis ate an shown In phase FIR filters. Then the exact reconstruction
Figure I.- where a (e-"')andI Rc(N are lowpows condition is given by
and bighposs filteIs Zespactiaely. TO preserve
the system sampling rate, both channels awe 0 (n) or f1 c(ell' I - $(a)(4
decimated r4 ItIng In Yle two down-sompled -

signals, T (s) and!T (t 5'. In the recon- where AS M* denotes the Inverse FouriLer tre-
straction section, the 1bands are recombined by form. The corresponding condition on the produat
up-sampling and filtering to give the reuse- filter is given by
structed signal 

o n
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go in order for exact reconstruction to be where.A is the product filter attenuation &W A
obtained, there are two conditions on the product is the analysis filter attenuation. The = 1em
filters which must be met. First, they must meet term in this expression Is due to the difference
the condition of equation (5). Second, they soft in the transition width of Fact) and sos.This
be decomposable into analysis and reconstruction tend$ to make the Noftetter algorithm J21 more
filters ip such a way that equation (3) is valid, attractive for the equal ripple designs since the

attenuation Is an explicit input to the design
In order to see bow these conditions am be procedure. It is iprtant to rotice that the

met, it is appropriate to decompose the product transition width of the analysis filter wll be
filters into their zero time and nonzero time larger than that of the product filter and there-
components, g iving fore care should be exercised in using the Packs-

?*ie1 Vi 1~'~AMcClellan algorith.

The second condition which aust be met is
In the frequency domain or. equivalently, that the product filters must be factorable In

such a way that equation (2c) is valid. The
f a(n)-v(n)+ASin) (7) additional constraint that equation (20) plaoes

On ro()can be at as followas for every
in the time domain. In these expressions, vin) zero of ?a(&) at rey* the ~qmust be another
is constrained to have no zero time component. corresponding sero at (t/r3 e If this condi-
I.e.. v(OJ n 0. and the exact reconstruction tion is met, then 70(z) can always be written as
condition of equation (10) is met so long as A * the product of reciprocally paired serms
1 and

v(2n)mO n a 0,a6l,*.20... (61 X~z. (l.)il
IP()E (S-2s ( 8(2

or, equivalently owl

() where 0 is a real onvstant. An Important point
to note is that any FIR filter which is both real

This Is the class of all filters which are anti- and whose coefficients are symetric In the time
symetric about the nyquist frequency, as domain (zero phase) cases close to meeting this
Lil3ustrated In Figure 3. This constraint can be condition. In particular, the zeros of any eac
mat In several ways and a number of powerful real, symetric FIR filter must either meet the
filter design tools are available to design the above condition, lie In complex zero pairs on the
required filters. unit circle ot occur at a a 0. These two ondi-

tions beome identical If there Is a further
Filter Smesem requirement that any zero on the unit circle mst

be a double zero. The Important point hare is
In the design procedure, the approach is to that any product filter which meets the exact

first design the product filter, F.(z)q and then reconstruction condition of equation (10) am be
to decompose YOz into %(x) and %( .there easily transformed into a new product filter
are a number of techniques which can be seed to which also meets the factor ization condition
design Pois). required to satisfy equation (2. The required

transformation is simply
For example, any filter of the form

an f aIn) * at 0 m)* E
f(n) ve(n) (10 where gas and bh are teal constants.

This Is exactly the strategy Outlined by
where win) Is a window function, will satisfy the Zerraam and tchusslar 131 for designing ainias
exact reconstruction condition of equation (5).* phase VIA filters. The starting point is a
Similarly, optimal equiripple product filters am smetric, zero phase half-band filter with an
be constructed using a Naes me"*e odd number of coefficients. Figures 3 shows a
algorithm. In soft designs (in which the real and symmetric product filter (equation 13)
Ceb'shv error Is minimized with equal weighting with sb8 equal to sero. Picture now if you
over the entire frequency band), only thoae eel- will, the mss filter with 6b0 equal to a half.
tions with the largest number of extraina, I.e. The stopband ripples now, occur above and below
the extraripple filters, will satisfy equatiom the real axis. These sera crossings mark the
(0) Ad (9). Both the Parks-Mtclellan and the location of roots on the unuit circle. #A ObW I3
nofatettert algorithmc for equiripple filter &a- Increased, the symetry conditions are c
sign my be used to design the product filters, changed, but the merge en the unit circle migrate

toward one another end leave the unit oireoa Am
The attenuation of the analysis filter and pairs. Mben ehs is large enough, all of the

product filter arm related Ina the following my sein* will have either been driven of f the wait
circle or will hae become double zoes onth

-A a/to unit circle (Figure 2). Fa so quiripple filters,
%~ **21g*2t (11) It is possible to have many double sere en the



unit circle. while for window designs there will remaining roots comprise the corresponding recon-
generally only be one double zero pair, The struction filter which, in this came, would have
effect of the multiplier constant '40 is to to- maximum phase. Figs. 4 and 5 show the normalized
scale the Impulse responae to have the correct magnitude response and group delay respectively
passband gain. It can he easily shown that of a 32 coefficient minimum phase analysis

filter. Also shown (Fig. 6) is an approximate

V "/2 linear phase analysis filter obtained by select-
a-i.S (4a) Ing conjugate pairs of product filter roots that

occur alternately Inside and outside of the ait
-A ADcircle as the frequency increases.

boop 4b) Third, note that the analysis filters are
related in that h, (n) is formed by reversing
hO(n) in time and multiplying by (-1)D. 2b

Once the appropriate product filters have Implication is that the filter coefficient syme-
been designed, It is straightforward to extract try present in We? is absent hare and therefore
the analysis and reconstruction filters. For the polyphase structure (1,41 cannot he used In
this case, the product filter can he characteri.- implementatio.
ed as in equation (12) and, therefore

The major point is that exact reconstruction
N -l analysis and reconstruction filters are mat &if-

Pl (s) ) - G 1 We *)(S +X) 1) ficialt to design. In addition, the exact
SP1 reconstruction filters generated by thin techni-

que generally have better characteristics in
where G is a constant. The corresponding analy- term of their transition widths anid attenuation
sis and reconstruction filters are given by than the most published Qfs of the am length.

and, of course, they also give exact recoa-
N struation.

nowx)Aj 1- (2S.) (16a) RZM

K()mF (T*lg 1 . P. Barnwell. S~ubband Coder Design Inoor-
I s &G 1(l (16b) porating Recursive Quadrature Filters and

oloptimum ADPOE Coders.' Z Tra. on
Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing.

N Vol. ASSP-30, no. So act. 1352, pp. 751-79.
G (s)mF- I (a - )9 06c)

ow 1 21 Z. sofatetterg A. Oppenbeim. J. "Iel, 'A
New Technique for the Design of Wucrecursive

NDigital Filters,' Proc. Fifth Annual
G I S)MR 1 (xx a)Princeton Conf. Inform. Sci. Systems, 1371,

owl pp. 64-72.

Filters of this type give the desired exact re- (33 0. Berram and W. schussler, 'Design of
construction. Nonrecursive Digital Filters with Minimume

Phase.' Slectronics letters. Vol. G. N10. Up1
Discussion April 27, 1370. pp. 329-330.

A close examination of equations (1da-16d) 143 R. 3. Crochiere. Oft the Design of Sub-Send
reveals Som interesting points. FirjV~ fat each Coders for law-Sit-Rate Speech Camumi-
ero pay Inr InF ) oe atr an e cations,* sell system Tel*. Jloural, 56,
at (Ir)eo' ones! the two Seros Is always In- (Ray-June, 1377),* pp. 747-770.
chided in the analysis filter while the other Is
included In the reconstruction filter. Mens, 151 A. Croisier. D. Noteban and C. Salami.
the analysis filters and the reconstructioni 'Perfect Channel Splitting by Ose of Inter-
filters always have Identical magnitude polation/becination/Tree Decmosition
responses, and this magnitude response is ;eac4 Techniques,0 Proe. of the 1976 IMlt.
the square root of F Is '). Therefore., (' Coni. on Information Science and Systens
must he designed to A the square of the d~sired 1patraa. Greece.
analysis filter magnitude.

Second. mote that for a given product
filter, there are many choices of V )that have
a magnitude response equal to the Square reot of
the product filter magnitude. Among these is te
minimum phase analysis filter consisting of rents
Strictly inside the unit circle and one root frma
ach double setn pair on the onit circle. Soe i
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FIGURE I. 2-SAND SU2BAND CODER. FIGURE 2. POLE/ZERO PLOT OF PROD=W
FILTER.
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FIGURE 3. NONZERO TIME COMPONENT OF PRODUCT FIGURE 4. 2-TAP MINIMUM PHIASE FILT.
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PWURE 5 22-TAP MINIMUM PHASE FILTER. PIOIRE 6. 32-TAP APPROXIMATELY LUKAR
PHASE FILTER.
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